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Hyperbaric Center is staffed by surgeon
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says Dr. Burns.
“The goal of the NCSH Wound Center
is not just to heal the wound, but to help
the patient develop strategies to avoid rewounding. It’s a part of helping them take
charge of their life,” she says.
Wound center patients are usually referred
for wound care by their primary care
provider or a specialist consultant. They
also may refer themselves.
Wounds of different etiologies need to
be treated differently, and each wound
is evaluated to identify the appropriate
treatment plan. Most patients seen at the
NCSH Wound Center have chronic wounds,
which no longer follow the normal healing
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cycle2.

Bioengineered tissues continue to evolve
and are derived from human, animal and
synthetic sources. These “skin substitutes,”
also known as “bioactive alternative tissues”
and “cellular- and tissue-based products,”
can be highly effective when selected
appropriately. They come in two general
categories: dermal substrate replacement
products and dermoinductive products. The
former are used for wound-bed preparation
to support the underlying dermal matrix,
and the latter are used for wound closure.
Available at NCSH Wound Healing and
Hyperbaric Center, hyperbaric oxygen
therapy is an advanced modality used to
treat selective ulcerations and certain nonwound conditions.

Dr. Woody Burns discusses the healing progress of a patient’s wound
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A typical acute wound proceeds through

resonance
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leading to a chronic, nonhealing ulceration.
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and each time the wound is re-assessed and

of compromised skin grafts. Commercial

and treated, the wound should return to the

treatment modified as indicated. Evidence

insurance will consider other indications

more “normal” healing cycle.

suggests that a wound that does not
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decrease 50 percent in volume during the
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To that end, during the initial visit,

first four weeks will be more difficult to heal,

(UHMS), including idiopathic sudden

patients’ wounds are evaluated for a

so it is the wound center’s goal to reach that
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multitude of adverse conditions, including

initial benchmark in wound healing3. If a

flaps and “selected problem wounds.”

hypoperfusion, presence of non-viable

wound does not meet appropriate healing

The best clinical evidence (Level 1) exists

tissue, infection, inflammation, edema and

criteria, more aggressive therapies can be

for HBO treatment of ischemic, infected

undue pressure. Patient pain and systemic

utilized, including negative pressure wound

(Wagner Grade 3 or higher) diabetic foot

illness are assessed.

therapy (NPWT), bioengineered tissue

ulcers5.

placement and, in some cases, hyperbaric
For lower extremity ulcers the presence of

oxygen therapy (HBO).

adequate blood flow is assessed on initial

Transcutaneous

oxygen

measurements

(TCOM) are used to assess oxygenation

exam by obtaining an ankle brachial (ABI)

Negative pressure wound therapy is a

of the periwound skin and as an indirect

or toe brachial (TBI) index. If needed,

proven therapeutic option for healing

measurement of microcirculatory blood

further evaluation with arterial ultrasound

ulcerations, as it enhances local blood flow,

flow. This technology is an effective

(US), trans-cutaneous oxygen measurement

decreases edema and facilitates growth of

screening tool to identify patients at risk for

(TCOM) or consultation by a vascular

granulation tissue across the wound bed4.

wound-healing failure secondary to local

specialist may be required to restore

A more recent development is that of the

periwound hypoxia. It also helps to identify

adequate blood flow for healing.

single use NPWT device, which allows for

patients most likely to benefit from HBO, as

single placement weekly in patients whose

well as predict therapeutic response.

Non-viable tissue is debrided, and infection
is

treated.

Radiographs

or

magnetic

wound characteristics meet criteria.
In addition to weekly wound care, patients
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undergo concommitant HBO therapy are
seen each week to assess clinical response.
Each HBO treatment takes about two
hours, and patients typically undergo 20 to
40 treatments during a four-to-eight-week
period depending on their indication.
During this treatment, the patient is slowly
brought to a pressure of 2 Atmospheres
Absolute, which is the equivalent of 33 feet
of sea water. One-hundred percent oxygen
flows into the single-person chamber
in order to hyperoxygenate the blood.
This pressure and oxygen concentration
causes increased diffusion of oxygen into
the plasma, which has been shown to

North Carolina Specialty Hospital Wound Healing and Hyperbaric Center facility

increase tissue oxygenation, improve cell
metabolism, increase collagen deposition,
improve edema, increase extracellular
matrix proteins, improve bacteriocidal
activity and decrease exotoxin effects, as
well as enhance antibiotic action.
HBO has been shown to enhance growth
factors, increase angiogenesis, decrease
inflammation, and increase stem cell
mobilization. Overall, HBO has been shown
to decrease risk of major amputation and
to be a cost-effective adjunct to standard
therapy (6,7).
The advantages a wound center can offer are
numerous. Studies have shown that centers
specializing in wound care, by adhering to
evidence-based clinical practice guidelines,
are able to achieve higher healing rates,
demonstrate faster healing times and deliver
more cost-effective care.
The North Carolina Specialty Hospital
Wound Healing and Hyperbaric Center
focuses on the wound, employing the latest
technological advances to heal the wound
and helping the patient identify behaviors
that can be modified to help avoid recurrent
wounding. In the case of diabetic foot
ulcers, this might include appropriate longterm orthotic use, diabetic shoes and daily
foot checks. Long-term use of compression,
treatment of abnormally refluxing veins and
protection from leg trauma resulting from
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venous stasis ulcerations may be enough to
The wound NCSH Wound Center is located

avoid future venous stasis ulcerations.

at 4315 Ben Franklin Blvd., Durham, NC
Providing care for these patients often

27704. Office hours are from Monday-Friday,

requires a multidisciplinary approach. An

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more information call

important function of the wound center

(919) 595-8490.

is to coordinate each patient’s care plan
with his or her primary care physician
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